We h a ve studied the e ectiveness of parallelizing compilers and the underlying transformation techniques. This paper reports the speedups of the Perfect Benchmarks TM codes that result from automatic parallelization. We h a ve further measured the performance gains caused by individual restructuring techniques. Speci c reasons for the successes and failures of the transformations are discussed, and potential improvements that result in measurably better program performance are analyzed. Our most important ndings are that available restructurers often cause insigni cant performance gains in real programs and that only few restructuring techniques contribute to this gain. However, we can also show that there is potential for advancing compiler technology so that many of the most important loops in these programs can be parallelized.
Introduction

Motivation and Goals
Over the years a large numb e r o f t e c hniques have been developed to transform a sequential program so that it runs e ciently on a parallel architecture 27 . Many of these techniques have been incorporated into the compilers of these machines. These compilers are known as parallelizing compilers.
Despite the wealth of research on new restructuring techniques, little work has been done on evaluating their e ectiveness. Many early studies measured the success rate of automatic vectorizers on a suite of test loops 4, 6 , 7 , 1 0 , 23, 26 . The need for more comprehensive studies has been pointed out, and more recent w ork has measured performance results of automatic parallelizers on a representative set of real programs 8, 13 . However, very few papers have reported evaluation measures of individual restructuring techniques 9, 13 . This paper extends the measurments presented in 13 . We measure both overall performance improvements from automatic parallelization and the contribution of individual restructuring techniques. The measurements are taken on an Alliant FX 80 machine using the Perfect Benchmarks programs This work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under grant no. DOE DE-FG02-85ER25001. and the two compilers, Kap and Vast. V ariants of these compilers were the primary subject of investigations in the evaluation studies cited above.
The result of a comprehensive study of techniques used by restructurers will bene t both academia and industry. It can determine the importance of individual techniques for improving program speed, which can help an engineer to weigh the costs of implementing a technique in a parallelizing compiler against the performance loss of excluding it. For researchers the results would guide research t o ward more important techniques and away from the less e ective ones. The study will also uncover problems with existing techniques and point t o ward the need for new ones.
We measure the e ectiveness of existing parallelizing compilers on real programs as well as the restructuring techniques they use. The overall e ectiveness of the restructurers are measured by the speedup in execution time from that of the serial code. The e ectiveness of individual techniques is then determined. The performance gures for both the compilers and the restructuring techniques they use are analyzed to determine the underlying causes of such gures. Finally, potential improvements are discussed.
Caveats
As in all benchmarking reports, our measurements will be biased toward the machine and the compilers used, and inaccuracies from run-to-run variations. The program suite that we use as a representation of the real world" is the Perfect Benchmarks TM suite 29 , and we are subject to all its caveats. These are: missing I O information, compromised data sets, and missing throughput measures. Furthermore, one can always question the representativeness of these codes.
There is no ideal way t o a void these problems. We i n troduce important c haracteristics of the machine used for the measurements, and we add some performance numbers from other compilers so one can determine the bias of our results. Furthermore, we only interpret e ects that are above a certain threshold of signi cance.
We believe that the results of real measurements are important enough to outweigh the mentioned shortcomings. For us, what has been learned so far is important. It has given us a valuable view of the e ectiveness of compiler technology and suggestions for its future research and development.
Scope of Measurements
The Perfect Benchmarks TM Suite
The Perfect Benchmarks TM PERFormance Evaluation for Cost-e ective Transformations is a suite of 13 Fortran 77 programs that total about 60,000 lines of source code. They represent applications in a number of areas of engineering and scienti c computing. In many cases they represent codes that are currently used by computational research and development groups.
We do not include code excerpts in this report. However, for the interested reader we will refer to the codes, their subroutines, and loop numbers in our discussion. We use the notation foo 10 to refer to the Fortran DO loop 10 in subroutine foo. The Perfect Benchmarks are publicly available. 1 Three codes in the Perfect Benchmarks needed modi cations so that they could be compiled successfully. Directives were inserted into spec77 to prevent certain loops from being vectorized. Because these loops account for less than 1 of the code's execution time, this modi cation does not alter its performance characteristics. Directives that prevent transformation of loops into concurrent form were inserted into certain subroutines of spice. The a ected loops account for only 2 of the code's execution time. Finally, mg3d was modi ed so that a large temporary le was kept in memory. W e believe that these changes alter our ndings insigni cantly.
Machine used
We h a ve taken our measurements on an Alliant FX80 system, which consists of eight v ectorprocessors that share both the main memory and its cache. The peak performance is 94 MFlops, our memory size is 96 MBytes, and the cache size is 512 kBytes. The vector pipelines are four stages long. Thus the hard upper limit in speedups is 32 4 for vectorization and 8 for concurrent execution. Figure 1 shows the speedups we observed in an algorithm 2 that can be fully vectorized and concurrentized. We can see that vectorization yields a speedup of about 3.5. Vectorconcurrent execution runs up to 12.5 times faster than serial, which is less than half of the limit mentioned above. Concurrent execution without vectorization yields a best speedup of about 3.5 as well. We h a ve seen some variations in these numbers depending on how w ell a parallel algorithm exploits the cache. Other factors, such a s v ector register allocation and memory access patterns, may also a ect program speeds. The gures will help us later in interpreting the performance gains we get in large programs. 
Compilers used
The parallelizing compiler we used for our measurements is a modi ed version of Kap, the source-to-source restructurer developed at Kuck & Associates 21 . This compiler was modi ed as part of the Cedar project conducted at CSRD 12 . As a byproduct, an Alliant FX80 version of the restructurer has been developed. It contains a number of improvements over the original Kap version. For example, we h a ve added strip mining capabilities to allow single loops to be vectorized and concurrentized. We also added switches to disable individual restructuring techniques. It should be noted that our Kap version may be di erent from the one released by Kuck & Associates in 1992.
For comparison we will add results gained by the Vast restructurer, the optimizer built into the Fortran compilation system of the Alliant FX80 machine. In most programs the two restructurers yielded comparable results, although there are di erences in the optimization of individual loops. We will discuss some of the interesting di erences.
In this paper Kap refers to the restructuring compiler under development at CSRD. Vast is the standard optimizing Fortran compiler that is available on the Alliant FX80 machine.
Parallelization techniques evaluated 2.4.1 Overall performance of vector and concurrent transformations
We h a ve measured the performance gains that resulted from transforming a serial program into vector, concurrent, and vector-concurrent forms. By vector we mean the best transformation the restructurer can do for execution on one processor. By concurrent we mean the optimization for multiple processors without exploiting vector functional units. Vector-concurrent means using both architectural features, which is the best the restructurer can do.
What answers do we expect from this? It will show us a rough picture of the usefulness of parallelization. The comparison with Vast measurements helps one see the representativeness of our results. It will also be interesting to compare the vector-concurrent pro le with the vector pro le. Vectorization is a relatively old discipline; concurrent transformations were developed more recently. W e will see whether parallelizing compilers can exploit multiple processors as successfully as vector hardware.
The analysis of our measurements is as important as displaying them. We will do this by looking more closely into some of the important code sections and determining why v ector and concurrent transformations have made a di erence and why they sometimes failed.
Individual restructuring techniques
We will measure the contribution of each restructuring technique by disabling the technique and timing the programs. We will look at the following techniques: induction variable substitution, scalar expansion, forward substitution, synchronized d o across loops, recurrence r ecognition, reduction replacement, loop interchanging, and strip mining. W e expect to learn what transformations cause or contribute to signi cant performance gains. Again, we will then investigate the reasons for successes or failures by examining whether and how the transformations were applied in important program sections.
We refer to 27 for an introduction to restructuring techniques. For the purposes of this paper we will de ne the terms by means of brief examples. All named techniques analyze and transform loops so that they can be executed in parallel.
Induction variable substitution recognizes variables that are incremented in each loop iteration by a constant term. The references to these variables are then substituted by a function of the loop variable:
END DOALL END DO Scalar expansion recognizes variables that are used temporarily within a loop iteration and replaces them by an array so that each iteration has its individual copy of the variable.
Forward substitution makes known to subsequent statements what values were assigned to a given variable. This can be used to simplify expressions or resolve equations, particularly in data-dependence tests. In the following example no data dependence" can be recognized, using the fact that m is greater than n.
Loop interchanging moves an inner loop of a nest to an outer position and vice versa if possible. The reference pattern to arrays can be changed in a bene cial way, such a s t h e innermost loop operating on a contiguous memory segment, or a concurrent loop can be placed in a preferable outer position. 
Analysis of potential improvements
In order to uncover possible tune-ups for the techniques, we will analyze the situations where the transformations failed and search for more advanced optimizations. We will report about the manually applied transformations that caused measurably better program performance and discuss implementation aspects in a parallelizing compiler.
Important loop nests
In much of this paper, we will refer to the e ects of compilation techniques on important l o o p nests in a program. This is a practical evaluation measure because currently available compilers operate almost exclusively on loop nests. By important" we mean the time-consuming parts of the code, which are responsible for good or bad program performance. This is straightforward in most cases: we consider the loop nests that spend at least 90 of the program's execution time. In two cases, spice and qcd, signi cant execution time is spent in loops that the compilers do not recognize. There we call the 10 to 20 most time-consuming loops important. In spice many loops are constructed from IF and GOTO statements. In qcd important code sections look like straight-line code to the compiler because it does not see the enclosing DO loop in the calling procedure. We will discuss this further when talking about interprocedural analysis. Our measurements of the speedups from vectorization and concurrent execution are displayed in Figure 2 . The gure shows the speedup from serial execution time of the vector, concurrent, and vector-concurrent v ersions generated by the Kap compiler as well as the vector-concurrent version generated by the Vast compiler. Speedups were calculated from the overall execution time of the di erent v ersions. All measurements were initially taken in a single run in multiuser mode using cpu times. For those codes that exhibited instability in their performance, the codes were rerun in single user mode using wall-clock times. In these cases, the single-user time results were used instead. For all codes except for bdna, w e w ere able to achieve relatively accurate speedups. For bdna, the speedups were calculated from the minimum execution time of three runs in single-user mode. Two application codes, namely flo52 and arc2d, display v ery good speedups. Flo52, whose speedup is approximately 11, is close to the best speedups we've seen for application programs, as discussed in Section 2.2. Five other programs exhibit a signi cant speedup in the range of 2 to 4.5. In six of the thirteen codes the speedup is minimal.
Of the six programs that did poorly, the speedup from vectorization was small. So we can say that when parallelization fails, vectorization fails as well. For the other seven programs, six of the programs exhibit speedups greater than two. Of these six, two programs have speedups close to the ideal number of four. In several cases, the vector or concurrent v ersions are faster than the vector-concurrent v ersion. This e ect is most pronounced in trfd, mdg, and adm. This e ect is due to the strip-mining of loops with small iterations. The e ects of strip-mining will be discussed in Section 4.2.2.
In the remainder of this section we will investigate why the optimizations failed for half of the codes. The discrepancies between the speedups of Vast and Kap will also be examined.
Why half of the programs don't exhibit speedups
The most noticeable trait of the measurements of overall speedups is that about half of the measured Perfect Benchmarks suite show no signi cant increase in speed for any of the transformations. This poor performance of current restructuring compilers cannot be attributed to a single cause or aw; rather, there are a variety of explanations.
Few acceptable candidates for parallelization
Modern-day parallelizing compilers can parallelize only certain kinds of program constructs. Both Kap and Vast can only parallelize DO loops without abnormal exits such a s RETURN statements. They also reject any loops that contain call or I O statements.
Loops built from IF GOTO Statements One major restriction on parallelizing compilers is that only DO loops can be vectorized or transformed into concurrent code. Thus, loops built from IF and GOTO statements are ignored. Spice, for example, made extensive use of IF GOTO loops. Only 27 of its execution time was spent inside a DO loop. Thus, at most, 27 of spice was parallelizable by Kap or Vast.
The statement that current parallelizing compilers cannot parallelize loops built from IF and GOTO statements is not necessarily true. In fact, Kap is able to transform some IF GOTO loops into DO loops and then parallelize them. However, for the restructurer to transform a IF GOTO loop into a DO loop, the number of iterations to be made by the loop must be known before the loop is entered. Unfortunately this is not the case for most IF GOTO loops. For example, nearly all of the IF GOTO loops in spice execute an unpredictable number of iterations; therefore, this transformation was used only once out of all of the important loop nests.
Loops with abnormal exits Another restriction was that loops must not contain any abnormal exits. That is, any RETURN statement or jump from inside the loop to outside would cause the loop to be rejected as a candidate for parallelism. For example, several important loop nests getdat 300, extend 400, and fptrack 300 in track contain RETURN or jump statements. These statements were used to abort a subroutine if it encountered a major error, such as a data structure over ow. For other codes, abnormal exits were used in loops that perform searches on arrays.
Code
No. Table 1 does not yet quantify the execution time spent inside loops with call statements. We h a ve seen that this time is signi cant for the programs mdg, qcd, track, and adm. F or example, at least 40 of qcd's execution time is spent inside such loops. The four codes resulted in poor performance primarily because of call statements. The compiler attempts to parallelize only loops inside the called routine or those adjacent to the call statement in the outer loop. We h a ve observed that these loops often have a small number of iterations 1 16 and small loop bodies 1 4 statements. Small numbers of iterations limit parallelism, while overheads in concurrent execution greatly o set speedups for small loop bodies. For example, almost all of the loops in track were 4 16 iterations, and many had one-statement bodies. For these reasons, even manual parallelization of loops without call statements could not improve adm's speedup beyond two.
By parallelizing loops with call statements, we can achieve good overall speedups in some codes. In mdg, qcd, track, and adm, at least 90 of the execution time is spent i n l o o p nests with call statements or their called subroutines. For adm, manually parallelizing these loop nests achieved a speedup of 6.6 from serial execution time. Impressive speedups of the other three codes were also achieved either by parallelizing loops with call statements or using inline expansion 14, 17 . Other techniques that were used to achieve these improvements are described in section 5.
The e ect of I O statements on program performance is less pronounced. In bdna, the important loop nest containing an I O statement accounted for only 7.8 of the vector-concurrent execution time. For flo52, track, and spice, the important loop nests containing I O statements accounted for 1.4, 4.2, and 0.5 of their vector-concurrent execution time respectively. T h us, from Table 1 , we can say that call statements play an important role in parallelizing programs while I O statements play a lesser role.
3.1.2 Important loops were not parallelized As described in 3.1.1, Kap and Vast will not attempt to parallelize loops that do not meet certain criteria, such as being DO loops or not having call or I O statements. However, even among the loops that the compilers accepted for parallelization, there are signi cant n umbers of loops that were not parallelized. We found three reasons why Kap did not parallelize such loops.
Unresolvable data dependences The most common reason why a loop nest is not parallelized is that it contains data dependences that cannot be broken. In some cases, data dependences prevent e n tire loop nests from being parallelized. In the code ocean, 8 o f t h e 11 most important loop nests are completely unparallelizable because of data dependences. About 65 of the code's execution time is spent in these nests, which is the dominant reason for ocean's poor performance. In other programs, data dependences prevent only some of the loops in loop nests from being parallelized. Usually, it is the outer loops that cannot be parallelized. A good example of this is trfd, where only the innermost loops of all four of its important loop nests were parallelized.
Lets examine some of the sources of data dependences. Ocean is unparallelizable mainly because of complicated subscripts. Subscripts of the form: ia + jb+ c, where i and j are loop index variables, a and b are subroutine parameters, and c is an unknown constant, appear in nearly every important loop nest. For the other codes, a common culprit of data dependences are accumulations; that is, statements of the form: sum = sum+ . In some cases, the variable sum is a scalar; in other cases, it is an array element. Accumulations appeared in nearly every code. It was an accumulation into an array element that prevented all but the innermost loops of the important loop nests of trfd from being parallelized. By transforming the accumulations into a parallelizable form, the middle loops of these nests can be parallelized. Performing this transformation manually, the vector-concurrent speedup of trfd improved from 2.1 to 8.5. Another common source of data dependences are the use of arrays as temporary variables inside loop nests. For example, mdg uses arrays as temporaries inside two of its important loop nests interf 1000 and poteng 2000, which account for 69 of the code's execution time. Section 5 will discuss techniques for parallelizing some of these forms of data dependences.
Too conservative with synchronizations One way of parallelizing loops with data dependences is to use synchronizations. Yet synchronizations were used in only ve important l o o p nests in all the programs measured. Synchronizations are used so rarely not because they cannot Table 2 : Percentage of important loop nests using synchronizations for varying concurrency threshold be applied but because the compiler is conservative in their use. Because synchronizations add some overhead to the loop's execution time, the parallelization of a loop with a large sequential section may be slower than the serial version of the loop. To prevent this, Kap examines all candidates for synchronizations and rejects all loops in which the serial portion seems too large. A Kap variable, known as the concurrency threshold, determines the cuto point b e t ween serial and concurrent. Roughly, the concurrency threshold holds the maximum percentage of the loop that can be serial. By default, the concurrency threshold was set to the low v alue of twelve. Table 2 displays the number of important loop nests that used synchronization for varying concurrency thresholds for a subset of the Perfect Benchmarks. As the table shows, increasing the concurrency threshold increases the percentage of loops nests using synchronizations. In the two codes, flo52 and bdna, the loop nests with synchronizations run signi cantly faster than the serial version of the nests. In flo52 setting the concurrency threshold to 25 or above allowed a loop nest euler 70 to be parallelized. The loop nest exhibited a speedup of 2.5, improving the speed of the vector-concurrent program by 10. In bdna, the higher concurrency threshold allows an important loop nest actfor 500, which accounts for 62 of the vectorconcurrent execution time of the code, to be parallelized. It should be noted, however, that a concurrency threshold that is too high can be as detrimental as a threshold that is too low. For example,track ran slightly more slowly with a concurrency threshold greater than or equal to 50. Arc2d also su ers from a performance loss when the concurrency threshold is increased.
Compiler data structure over ow Limitations on the size of a restructurer's internal data structures may also prevent parallelization of loops. A loop that is too big or that has too many data dependences would cause the restructurer's data structures to over ow. When such over ows occur, the restructurer usually gives up on the loop. An example of a important loop that is not parallelized because of data structure over ow occurs in bdna. This loop actfor 237 is more than 300 lines long. When Kap examines this loop for dependences, it detects about 7000 of them, which exceeds its capacity. By increasing the limits of Kap's data structures, Kap was able to vectorize this loop.
Poorly chosen candidates for parallelism
Another reason why the codes show little speedup is that the restructurer parallelized the wrong loops; that is, it parallelized loops that gave small speedups. However, if it parallelized some other loop, the speedup would have been much greater. This e ect occurred when Kap chose a loop with too few iterations or when Kap ignored the outer loops, due to a restricted search space for the best combination of parallelized loops.
Parallelized loop with too few iterations In several cases Kap chose to parallelize a loop with too few iterations. In dyfesm, Kap chose to transform the outermost loop of a triply nested loop matmul 400 into a concurrent loop. Unfortunately, the outer loop has only one iteration. Thus the bene ts of executing this loop nest concurrently were completely negated. There were several other cases where Kap chose to transform a loop into concurrent form where that loop had too few iterations to keep all eight processors busy. The same e ect can occur with vectorization. For example, Kap vectorized a one-iteration loop in a triply-nested loop hyd 30 in adm. Since vectorization incurs some overhead, the vectorized version ran twice as slowly as the serial version.
Considering the e ects of parallelizing loops with few iterations, it seems wise to include loop bounds checking in a restructurer. In fact, Kap does check the bounds of loops that it tries to vectorize. Unfortunately, v ariables are often used in loop bounds. For both examples given in the previous paragraph, the upper bound was a variable. Advanced techniques are needed to perform bounds checking on loops with unknown bounds. We will discuss these techniques in section 5.
Outermost loops not parallelized Another problem with Kap is that it doesn't always parallelize the outermost loop in a nest, even though that loop is parallelizable. Parallelizing the outermost loop is usually desirable because it cuts down on the costs of startup as well as the cost of the barrier synchronization at the end of the loop. Because of this, Kap tries its very best to parallelize the outermost loop, using loop interchanging if necessary. H o wever, to prevent Kap from taking too much time in parallelizing programs, limits are placed in the search space for an optimal combination of parallelized loops. If Kap reaches its limits in its search, it gives up and instead parallelizes the inner loops. In the code dyfesm, the third from outermost loop in an important nest mnlbyx 50 was chosen for concurrent m o d e e v en though the outer two loops of that loop nest are parallelizable. In flo52, it is common for important loop nests to consist of one outer loop surrounding 3 or 4 singly or doubly nested loops. In several cases, that is, in loop nests d ux 30 60, d uxc 20, and addx 20 the outermost loop was not parallelized even though it is parallelizable. By turning o loop interchanging, the outer loops of all these cases were parallelized. This occurs because Kap does not need to try all the ways to perform of loop interchanging, cutting down on the size of the search space.
Why do Kap and Vast perform di erently in some programs?
For the most part the performances of Vast and Kap are comparable. However, there are two codes bdna and dyfesm with which one restructurer generates code that is about twice as fast as the other. We will determine the reasons for these di erences.
In bdna, V ast's vector-concurrent v ersion is twice as fast as Kap's because Vast is more successful at parallelizing two of the four important loop nests of the code. In bdna's most important loop nest actfor 500, Kap is only able to vectorize the inner loop of the nest; this is because the nest contains reduction statements of the form sum = sum + ai. Kap can vectorize loops with such reduction statements but is unable to transform them into concurrent loops. Vast, on the other hand, is able to translate loops with reductions into concurrent or vector-concurrent form. Since this loop nest takes up about 60 of the vector-concurrent execution time, the transformation of this loop into vector-concurrent form had a profound e ect on the speed of bdna. V ast also did better than Kap in another important loop nest actfor 237. Kap was not able to parallelize this loop because of an over ow o f i n ternal data structures, as described in Section 3.1.2. Vast did not run into this di culty.
The Kap-optimized version of dyfesm runs signi cantly faster than the one optimized by Vast. The fact that Kap does not generate code that performs reductions concurrently is of signi cant advantage in this code. The iteration numbers in dyfesm are generally very low, so that the overhead of executing the two loops chosol 53 80 vector-concurrently is high. In another nest mnlbyx 50, Vast strip-mines the innermost loop while Kap chooses an outer loop in the nest for concurrent execution. The major di erence comes from matmul 400, the most time-consuming loop nest, where Vast generates a synchronized loop which has more overhead than bene t. Kap chooses an outer loop in the nest for concurrent execution. Although this loop has only one iteration, as we described in Section 3.1.3, the generated code outperforms the Vast variant.
Contributions of individual restructuring techniques
Our measurements of the individual restructuring techniques are displayed in Figure 3 . The measurements for the code mg3d could not be obtained because of compilation di culties. The two missing results in the gure no scalar expansion for adm and recurrences for spec77 w ere also left out because of compilation di culties. The speedups for the vector-concurrent v ersions are the same as in Figure 2 . The additional bars represent the vector-concurrent code with a particular transformation turned o . The only exception is recurrence replacement, in which the bar displays the execution time with the transformation on. For all other versions, recurrence replacement i s o . The transformations examined are recurrence r eplacement, synchronized doacross loops, induction variable substitution, scalar expansion, forward substitution, reduction statements, loop interchanging, and strip-mining.
Surprisingly enough, the restructuring techniques have little e ect on the speed of the codes. There are a few exceptions, however. The most noticeable exception is scalar expansion, which has a great e ect on the speeds of the programs flo52, bdna, dyfesm, and arc2d. Another interesting transformation is strip-mining. I n trfd, mdg, adm, and spec77, stripmining causes a loss in program speed while in flo52 it shows an improvement. Reduction replacement also has a signi cant e ect on the parallelization of bdna, dyfesm, and spec77. Induction variable substitution and synchronized l o ops give a small performance gain for flo52 while substituting recurrence loops has a negative performance impact on the same code. This section will examine why the techniques did so poorly, a s w ell as why the exceptions did well.
A general characteristic of Figure 3 is that restructuring techniques have a greater e ect in codes that exhibit a good speedup. This is not surprising, because when there is no speedup there are no techniques to credit. This characteristic makes one ask, How w ell could the techniques do if the other shortcomings of the compilation process could be overcome?" Our experience indicates that available techniques will become more important in combination with new transformations. Of all the restructuring techniques examined, scalar expansion had the greatest e ect on performance of the codes. Intuitively, this is not too surprising, for it is natural for a programmer to use temporary variables inside a loop. If left alone, these temporaries cause data dependences between iterations, preventing parallelization. Scalar expansion of these temporaries break the data dependences, allowing the loop to be transformed into a vector or concurrent form. Thus, without scalar expansion, many loops would not be parallelized. This assertion is supported by the measured results. In flo52, 30 40 of its vectorconcurrent execution time is spent in loop nests that used scalar expansion. With scalar expansion, these loop nests exhibited a speedup of about 11.5 from serial execution time. If scalar expansion is turned o , all of these loop nests except one are completely serial. Because of this, turning o scalar expansion causes an overall slowdown of 4, where these loop nests now take 80 88 of execution time. For bdna, this e ect is even worse. Every important loop nest that was parallelized used scalar expansion. When scalar expansion is turned o , the program shows no speedup from serial execution time. The e ects of scalar expansion on dyfesm and arc2d is similar.
Reduction replacement is another transformation that signi cantly improves the performance of several codes. Five o f t welve loop nests in dyfesm, which account for at least 25 of its execution time, use reduction replacement. Turning o reduction replacement essentially serializes three of these ve loop nests. This causes the execution time of dyfesm to nearly double, where these ve loop nests now account for at least 53 of the execution time. Turning o reduction replacment i n bdna causes its most important loop nest actfor 500, which takes 62 of its execution time, to become completely serial. The code spec77 is a ected similarly by reduction replacement.
Analysis of the generally low e ectiveness
In the remainder of this section we discuss several reasons why some individual restructuring techniques do not pay o i n a n y of the programs.
The techniques are not used in important loops
The simplest answer to why restructuring techniques are not e ective is that they are not being used. We pick loop interchanging to illustrate the applicability of a technique. Table 5 displays the percentage of loop nests that are parallelizable and at least doubly nested. This shows how many loops can potentially be interchanged; 47 of the loop nests can use the technique. However, the technique is applied much less frequently. We h a ve observed that many l o o p nests already meet Kap's goal for loop interchanging: to achieve a stride-one access for vector statements, and to move a concurrent l o o p o u t ward for reducing overhead. In Section 3.1.3 we have also mentioned that loop interchanging may not occur because Kap hits the limits of its search space for an optimal combination of parallelized loops and gives up. Table 5 : Number and percentage of important loop nests in which l o o p i n terchanging can be used internal con icts. One good example is the interference between loop interchanging and stripmining in four important loop nests ypenta 1, ypent2 1, xpenta 3, and xpent2 3 in arc2d. Kap performs loop interchanging and strip-mining in separate passes, with loop interchanging coming rst. In these four loop nests, Kap moved the parallelizable inner loop outwards, which prevented the loop from being strip-mined in the later pass. By turning o loop interchanging, these inner loops were strip-mined. In other cases, the application of a technique may complicate the code of a loop to the point that it could not be parallelized. An example of this occurs in a loop nest assemr 40 in dyfesm. The innermost loops of this nest contain a statement of the form: ac+i = ac+i+ where c is a variable set before the start of these loops to a complicated expression involving an array subscript. With the application of forward substitution and scalar expansion, the subscripts of a become too complicated for the compiler to handle, causing it to give u p o n t h e loop. If these techniques are turned o , Kap can see that c is constant in respect to the loops and is able to parallelize them.
Compiler cannot apply technique
Compiler can use but rejects a technique The third reason why a technique is not used is that the compiler chooses not to apply the technique, even though it is applicable; that is, a set of heuristics inside the compiler decides whether the technique is applied or not. Parallelization with synchronization statements is a technique that is guided by heuristics. The conservative use of synchronizations was described in Section 3.1.2. Bad choices in the decision of which loop to parallelize can also be blamed on poor heuristics. Section 3.1.3 described the e ects of these bad choices in detail.
The technique causes slow-downs that o set or dominate any speedups caused by the technique
The application of a restructuring technique does not always improve the performance in the program. In some cases, the technique may cause a slowdown, hiding or even dominating any positive e ects it may h a ve. We will examine three restructuring techniques that are prone to this behavior; strip-mining, loop interchanging, and recurrence replacement. Synchronizations can also cause slowdowns but will not be examined because the technique is used so infrequently. Table 6 : E ects of strip-mining on important loop nests Strip-Mining Table 6 , which displays the e ect of strip-mining on ten of the twelve codes examined, was derived from loop-by-loop pro les. More speci cally, loop nests that exhibit a speedup and loop nests that exhibit a slowdown are separated to make a n y trade-o s explicit.
Vec-conc Exec Time shows the time taken by the vector-concurrent v ersion with strip-mining of the codes. Sec Slower displays in seconds the total of all slowdowns caused by strip-mining. Similarly, Sec F aster displays the total of all speedups from strip-mining. Examining Table 6 , one can see that the e ects of strip-mining vary widely from code to code. For trfd, mdg, adm, and spec77, strip-mining nearly always has a detrimental e ect. However, for ocean and arc2d strip-mining is bene cial. Another code that bene ts from strip-mining is flo52.
The reason why strip-mining caused slowdowns is that the strip-mined loops of the codes had too few iterations to support the transformation. Kap splits a loop into chunks of a xed size, 32 by default, giving a chunk to each processor. The major drawback of this form of strip-mining is that for low iteration counts not all processors are used. In trfd, all of the strip-mined loops have 40 iterations or less. Because all of trfd's parallelized important loops are these strip-mined loops, the program never uses more than two of the eight processors in its execution. In mdg, all the parallelized loops in the important loop nests were strip-mined. These loops ranged from 5 to 14 iterations. Every strip-mined loop in track had from 4 to 16 iterations. In adm, the six most important parallelizable loop nests that were strip-mined had 1 to 16 iterations. For all three of these programs, only one processor was used.
Examining Figure 2 , one can see that for the four programs that are hit hardest by stripmining, trfd, mdg, bdna, and adm the Vast version performs better than the vectorconcurrent v ersion but less well than the vector or concurrent v ersions. This is because Vast splits the vector equally among all eight processors. Unfortunately, for small iteration counts, this spreading across eight processors generates very small vector lengths. On the FX 80, the break-even point for vector lengths is 4; that is, the vector must be at least 4 elements long for it to be as fast or faster than serial code. Thus, for small iteration counts, the slowdowns caused by small vector lengths overwhelm the speedups due to concurrent execution, which i s why V ast's vector-concurrent v ersion cannot outperform the vector or the concurrent times for Kap.
Code
Vec Table 7 shows the e ects of these two codes as well as two others. Note that loop interchanging improves the program's speed for the most part. To a great extent speedups or slowdowns from loop interchanging are due to side e ects of the technique. For 33 of the interchanged loops in flo52 and 62 of the interchanged loops in arc2d, l o o p i n terchanging prevented strip-mining, as was described in Section 4.2.1. Depending on the number of iterations in the loop, this side e ect sometimes improved execution time and sometimes worsened it. In the other 67 of flo52's interchanged loops, turning o loop interchanging allowed the outermost loop of the nest to be transformed into concurrent form. This e ect was described in Section 3. Recurrence replacement Recurrence replacement m a y also incur slowdowns. Table 8 dis- plays the e ect of recurrence replacement on three of the four codes that use this technique in important loop nests. In all three cases, recurrence replacement causes a slowdown. There are two reasons for this negative impact. First, the length of the recurrence is too small. In flo52 the recurrences are 10-100 elements long, while in adm they are about 15 elements long. The second reason is that the recurrences must be conformed to match the format of the parameters of the subroutine calls to the recurrence solvers. This reshaping is done by an array-to-array copy operation. Similarly, the results of the solver must be moved into the destination array. For small recurrences, these copy operations can o set any speedups. Table 9 : Number and percentage of use and e ectiveness of forward substitution in important loop nests
In some cases the application of a restructuring technique may not a ect the ability t o parallelize the loop. Most techniques exhibit this e ect to some extent, but it occurs regularly for forward substitution. Table 3 displays only those loop nests in which forward substitution assisted in the parallelization. Forward substitution was used much more frequently than this table suggests, but it had little e ect on loop nests. Table 9 displays the percentage of loop nests that used forward substitution. This table shows that a frequently used technique is not necessarily an e ective technique for assisting parallelization. 5 Where is potential for improvements?
In the previous sections, we h a ve examined the e ectiveness of parallelizing compilers, the restructuring techniques they use, and the underlying causes of good and poor results. Considering the limited e ectiveness of the parallelizing compilers examined in this paper, one would ask, Is this the best a parallelizing compiler can do?" Although it is impossible for one to predict accurately how m uch better future parallelizing compilers will do, we do believe that they can be improved. There is potential of improvement for the implementation issues we have uncovered, such as compiler data structure over ow, interference between techniques, and outer loops not being parallelized due to time-outs in the compiler's search for the optimal parallelization. Solutions to these problems seem feasible, possibly at the cost of increased compilation time. Further evidence for potential improvement w as delivered by the compiler group at CSRD which has been working on manually parallelizing the Perfect Benchmarks programs, applying mostly automatable techniques 11, 1 4 . The attained speedups ranged from 4 to 17, using the same measures as in Figure 2 .
A case study: Parallelization of the code adm
We use the adm program to illustrate these ndings.
Adm simulates air pollution concentration and deposition patterns for lake shore environments 29 . It is 6104 lines long and consists of 97 subroutines. The execution time is spread evenly throughout the program; 90 of the execution time is spent in 23 subroutines. Almost all of these subroutines contain 1 3 loop nests, all of which are important. Because of this, 90 of the program's execution time is spread across 31 loop nests. Thus, a large number of loops need to be parallelized to get any meaningful speedups from the program. However, 11 of these 31 important loop nests have calls in them. Almost all of these calls are made to subroutines containing important loop nests.
Kap was unable to parallelize adm e ectively for several reasons. First, Kap is unable to parallelize loops containing call statements, which excluded a good deal of the program from parallelization. Second, the loops Kap could parallelize had small iteration counts and were often singly nested. For the six most important loop nests, iteration counts ranged from 1 to 16 and four of them were singly nested. For other parallelizable loop nests, the iteration counts were 13 15 or 64. Most of these loops were singly nested. Since Kap strip-mines singly nested loops, the vector-concurrent v ersion of Kap performed worse than either vector or concurrent versions. For these two reasons, the best speedup that Kap was able to get was 1.65. Even by manually parallelizing the loops without call statements, we w ere not able to get speedups much greater than two.
Our search for new compilation technology has led to a much more aggressive parallelization of Adm, with a resulting speedup of 6.6. All of the top-level, important loop nests in this code were transformed into concurrent loops. We h a ve found these transformations to be representative for those described in 14 . The following paragraphs illustrate the most important analysis and restructuring techniques applied to Adm.
Advancing restructuring techniques
The performance gain in our experiments with adm were the result of two techniques: array privatization and parallel reductions.
Array privatization can be considered an extension of the scalar expansion technique. It recognizes arrays that are used temporarily in a loop and replaces them with loop-local arrays or adds an additional dimension, respectively. The following example shows a loop nest using a temporary array in three forms: serial, concurrent using array expansion, and concurrent using array privatization. In Adm we h a ve seen many occurrences of array data structures that are used temporarily within loop iterations. Left alone, these patterns represent data dependences that cannot be broken by a vailable compilers. Privatizing these arrays gives each iteration its own copy of the data structure, which resolves the storage con icts.
Another common source of data dependences in loops are statements of form s = s + expr, where a variable s accumulates expressions computed locally in each iteration. Kap can vectorize loops containing these statements by the use of reduction replacement. H o wever, it is unable to execute them concurrently, or able to deal with loops containing multiple statements that accumulate into a variable, and with accumulations into array elements. There are several ways to implement concurrent reductions. For example, one can accumulate the expressions partially on each processor and sum up the partial results after the loop.
While these two techniques illustrate two important areas that deserve more future attention, there is a range of techniques whose automation can cause signi cant program performance improvements, as described in 11, 14 . Given the number of newly proposed techniques, an interesting question is, which of these techniques would cause notable performance gains. We are not in the position to give a nal answer to this, as we pointed out in Section 2.7. However, in our experience so far, the techniques referenced in Section 2.7 contributed only little to the resulting performance. Further empirical performance studies are necessary to give more quantitative answers.
Advancing Analysis Methods
In order to nd privatizable arrays in our experiments, we m ust analyze de nitions and uses of arrays. An array range is privatizable to a given loop if it is de ned before it is used in the loop body. W e h a ve found a number of issues that need be addressed to do a successful def use analysis:
First, the notion of array ranges is important. It is not uncommon for ordinary Fortran programs to declare a large array in the main program and pass sections of the array t o i t s subroutines. In Adm we h a ve found arrays that consisted of both read-only and read-write sections in some loops. We h a ve parallelized these loops by splitting o and privatizing the read-write section.
Second, array ranges can be described by v ariables whose values are not derivable from the local loop environment. We m ust use Propagation techniques of values, relations between variables, and sometimes even conditions under which relations hold. In some cases this requires advanced symbolic analysis capabilities.
Third, all these methods must be applied interprocedurally. F or a successful parallelization usually outer loops of a program must be parallelized. Such loops are likely to contain subroutines, some of which de ne and others that make use of the array data. Variables that de ne array ranges are often de ned in an initialization routine. The compiler used in our experiments is capable of doing subroutine inline expansion to address these needs. Unfortunately in many of our experiments this compiler feature hit some practical limits, so that it is not possible to present a consistent picture of its usefulness.
The analysis of variable values is of further importance for determining loop bounds. We have mentioned that strip-mining loops with few iterations caused performance degradations in some Perfect codes. In Adm eight of the important, top-level nests have t wo perfectly nested loops at their outermost positions. Either of these loops can be parallelized. However, for the input data included in the Perfect Benchmarks, one of these loops is always one iteration long. Similarly, there exist vectorizable loops with only one iteration. If the compiler chooses the wrong loop to parallelize, poor speedups or even slowdowns will be seen for the loop nest.
Some of the variable values can be derived interprocedurally. In other cases they are inputdata dependent. A possible solution to this problem is to generate multiple version loops; that is, multiple copies of the same loop or loop nest are made, where each copy is transformed di erently. A n IF statement selects the proper version, based on the iteration count. The main problem with multiple version loops is a possibly huge growth in program size because there may be many optimization variants of a given loop nest. Alternatively, pro le or input data can be used by the compiler. However, the power of this technique is also its weakness: the program performance may b e v ery sensitive to input-data.
The transformation of reduction operations into parallel form needs advanced analysis techniques that detect multi-statement reductions. Current compilers are able to derive singlestatement reductions from the dependence graph and statement pattern. The analysis of multiple reduction operations onto the same variable within a loop is an extension to this.
Conclusions
We h a ve studied the e ectiveness of parallelizing compilers and the restructuring techniques they use by measuring the speedups of transformed programs on the Alliant FX80 computer, using the Perfect Benchmarks. Individual restructuring techniques were evaluated by turning them o and measuring the performance loss. A modi ed version of the Kap restructurer and the Vast restructurer were used as representatives of available parallelizing compilers.
Generally, w e h a ve concluded that available automatic restructurers have a limited e ect on the performance of the given set of benchmark programs, because of: loops constructed from IF and GOTO statements; loops containing call or I O statements; loops with abnormal entries or exits; unresolvable data dependences; conservative use of synchronizations; compiler data structure over ow; and poor choices in which loop of a loop nest to parallelize.
Most individual restructuring techniques failed to improve the performance of the benchmark suite. Scalar expansion and reduction replacement showed signi cant performance gains in a large portion of the benchmark suite. Strip-mining improved performance in some programs and decreased it in others and Recurrence r eplacement always worsened performance when applied. The rest of the techniques had insigni cant e ects on the benchmarks. The limited e ectiveness of these techniques was caused by several factors: there were few loops in which the techniques could be applied; there was interference between techniques; compiler heuristics decided against their use; the techniques caused slowdowns that o set or dominated any speedups; and the techniques' application did not give new opportunity to exploit parallelism. The fact that some techniques have a negative performance impact is a particular concern. It shows that two common assumptions are not necessarily correct: First, a newly proposed technique may w ork well in a demonstration environment, but it fails for compiling ordinary programs. Second, we cannot justify new techniques arguing that they may speed up at least rare code patterns; we h a ve to consider the potential performance degradation on the rest of the program.
Although we h a ve shown that current automatic restructurers are limited in their e ectiveness, we h a ve also found that there exists room for signi cant improvement. We h a ve derived this from manually restructuring the Perfect code Adm using techniques that we believe t o be automatable. The ndings for Adm are similar to those for other Perfect codes, reported elsewhere 11, 1 4 . Among the areas we identi ed are: certain implementation issues, advances of existing techniques, new analysis and transformation techniques, improved drivers for techniques and compiler passes, interprocedural optimization, and run-time driven optimization. The major performance gain is attributable to analysis and restructuring techniques that enable the recognition of parallelism. This is important because it bene ts equally all parallel machines. While there may be di erent transformations to implement parallelism on di erent architectures, the successful recognition of parallelism is a precondition for all compilers. In our experiments techniques that were newly proposed in the literature were not used to achieve the reported speedups, and the areas of improvements we identi ed do not seem to be adequately addressed in recent literature. However, the main goal of this paper was to quantify the effectiveness of technology available in compilers. A comprehensive e v aluation of more recently proposed technology will take considerable e ort in future projects.
Most of all, we hope that this paper has shown the importance of collecting empirical data in the design and research of parallelizing compilers. There is both a need and room for further studies that will uncover little or sometimes negative e ects in new technologies and will highlight areas that are most promising.
